
Pick Up Stix 
Program 

 

Thanks to many generous donations, participants at The First Tee of Greater Charleston will now have the 
opportunity to be fit with golf clubs that they can use outside of class to continue their involvement with the 
game.  This two-part program will benefit many of the participants The First Tee sees each year by instilling 
confidence in them with properly-fitted clubs as well as responsibility and respect for their equipment.  
 

Part 1: Participants at any level of the Core Program (TARGET through Ace) who own a set of 
incorrectly-fitted clubs can trade in their existing set (clubs and bag) to their coach to receive a 
properly-fitted one.  At the start of each season, coaches will look at participants’ clubs and see if they look to 
be the correct size, remembering that young people should not grow into their clubs but should instead grow 
out of their clubs.  A golf club that is too long or too heavy can have a lasting negative impact on a 
participant’s enjoyment and success in the game of golf.  Parents interested in a trade-in will be asked to 
email Program Director, Meghan Taylor to initiate the Pick Up Stix Program.  The Program Director will send 
each family a blank contact and terms of the program.  Only when the contact is signed and scanned/emailed 
back to the Program Director will the golf clubs be sent to the participant’s program location.  When 
receiving the new clubs, participants will trade in their old set (clubs and bag) (knowing that this set will be 
given to another participant, and they will not be able to get it back in the future) and take a photo with the 
new set to send to the sponsor who donated their set.  As long as they are still active members of The First 
Tee (participating in one program season each year), participants will be able to trade in their set for a larger 
size as they keep growing.  If the participant leaves The First Tee program, he/she may keep the 
properly-fitted set because they originally traded another set into the program. 
 

Part 1a: Participants at the TARGET, PLAYer, and Teen levels who do not have their own clubs will borrow 
the necessary clubs each week during the Core lesson.  Participants are asked to only borrow these clubs 
each week during class and may not bring them home with them.  
 

Part 2: Advanced PLAYer and higher (PAR, Birdie, Eagle, and Ace) participants who do not have their own 
clubs will be given a set to use as long as they are members of The First Tee program.  On the first day of each 
session, coaches will observe which participants need sets of clubs.  Parents will be asked to email Program 
Director, Meghan Taylor to initiate the Pick Up Stix Program.  The Program Director will send each family a 
blank contact and terms of the program.  Only when the contact is signed and emailed back to the Program 
Director will the golf clubs be sent to the participant’s program location.  When receiving the clubs, 
participants will also take a photo with the new set to send to the sponsor who donated their set.  After 
receiving one set, the participant will never again be able to receive a set without first returning in their 
original set (all clubs and bag).  This will help us sustain inventory.  When a participant does outgrow a set, 
he/she will be able to use the method above, listed in Part 1 to receive a new set.  If a participant leaves The 
First Tee, he/she will be asked to return their clubs so that another active participant can use them.  

 



Pick Up Stix Program Contract 
 

I, __________________________________________________, am responsible for the golf set (clubs and bag) that 
have been fit to me and will be given to me.  I agree to have my photo taken with my new set and 
have my first name used to share with the sponsor who donated my set of golf clubs.  
 

I understand that (please initial which option applies): 
A. I previously did not have a set of golf clubs.  This new set (clubs and bag) is owned by The 

First Tee of Greater Charleston but has been loaned to me for as long as I am an active 
member of The First Tee (participating in one Core Program season each calendar year) or 
until I grow out of them.  If I stop participating in The First Tee’s program, I will return the 
clubs to my coach or have a parent/guardian call Program Director, Meghan Taylor 
(843-864-4200), who will make arrangements to pick them up.  ___________________ 

B. My previous golf set (clubs and bag) was not the correct size for me, and I am being given a 
new set that properly fits me.  My old set will be given to another participant, and I will not 
be able to get this set (clubs or bag) back in the future.  If I leave The First Tee program, I am 
able to keep this new set because I donated in my old clubs.  ___________________ 

 
I am ___________ left-handed /// ___________ right-handed and ________________ inches tall. 
                                                                     (please check one) 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________         ___________________________ 
Participant Signature              Date 
 
 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________         ___________________________ 
Parent/Guardian Signature              Date 
 

Please scan and email this completed form to Meghan@thefirstteegreatercharleston.org to receive 
your new set of clubs.  
 
 

Office Use Only 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________         ___________________________ 
Program Director Signature              Date 
 
Participant’s New Set Includes: 
(Your coach will complete this checklist after you receive your new set) 
 

_____________________ Driver _____________________ Fairway Woods 

_____________________ Hybrids _____________________ Irons (specify numbers) 

_____________________ Putter _____________________ Head covers 

_____________________ Stand bag 

mailto:Meghan@thefirstteegreatercharleston.org

